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Abstract. Often, decision making involves autonomous agents that are structured in a complex hierarchy, representing e.g. authority. Typically the agents
share the same body of knowledge, but each may have its own, possibly conflicting, preferences on the available information.
We model the common knowledge base for such preference agents as a logic
program under the extended answer set semantics, thus allowing for the defeat of
rules to resolve conflicts. An agent can express its preferences on certain aspects
of this information using a partial order relation on either literals or rules. Placing
such agents in a hierarchy according to their position in the decision making
process results in a system where agents cooperate to find solutions that are jointly
preferred.
We show that a hierarchy of agents with either preferences on rules or on literals
can be transformed into an equivalent system with just one type of preferences.
Regarding the expressiveness, the formalism essentially covers the polynomial
P
hierarchy. E.g. the membership problem for a hierarchy of depth n is Σn+2
complete. We illustrate an application of the approach by showing how it can
easily express a generalization of weak constraints, i.e. “desirable” constraints
that do not need to be satisfied but where one tries to minimize their violation.

1 Introduction
In answer set programming[16, 2] one uses a logic program to modularly describe the
requirements that must be fulfilled by the solutions to a particular problem, i.e. the answer sets of the program must correspond to the intended solutions of the problem. The
technique has been successfully applied to the area of agents and multi-agent systems[3,
8, 26]. While [3] and [8] use the basic answer set semantics to represent the agents domain knowledge, [26] applies an extension of the semantics incorporating preferences
among choices in a program.
The idea of extending answer set semantics with some kind of preference relation is
not new. We can identify two directions for these preferences relations on programs. On
the one hand, we can equip a logic program with a preference relation on the rules [18,
?
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17, 15, 10, 7, 5, 27, 1, 22], while on the other hand we can consider a preference relation
on the (extended) literals in the program: [21] proposes explicit preferences while [4, 6]
encodes dynamic preferences within the program.
The traditional answer set semantics is not universal, i.e. programs may not have any
answer sets at all. This behavior is not always feasible, e.g. a route planner agent may
contain inconsistent information regarding some particular regions in Europe, which
should not stop it from providing travel directions in general. The extended answer set
semantics from [22, 23] allows for the defeat of problematic rules. Take, for example,
the program consisting of a ← b, b ← and ¬a ← . Clearly this program has no answer
sets. It has, however, extended answer sets {a, b}, where the rule ¬a ← is defeated by
the applied a ← b, and {¬a, b}, where a ← b is defeated by ¬a ← .
However, not all extended answer sets may be equally preferred by the involved
parties: users traveling in “error free” regions of Europe do not mind faults in answers
concerning the problematic regions, in contrast to users traveling in these latter regions
that want to get a “best” approximation. Therefore, we extend the above semantics
by equipping programs with a preference relation over either the rules or the literals
in a program. Such a preference relation can be used to induce a partial order on the
extended answers, the minimal elements of which will be preferred.
Different agents may exhibit different, possibly contradicting, preferences, that need
to be reconciled into commonly accepted answer sets, while taking into account the
relative authority of each agent.
For example, sending elderly workers on early pension, reducing the wages, or sacking people are some of the measures that an ailing company may consider. On the other
hand, management may be asked to sacrifice expense accounts and/or company cars.
Demanding efforts from the workers without touching the management leads to a bad
image for the company. Negotiations between three parties are planned: shareholders,
management and unions. The measures under consideration, together with the influence
on the company’s image are represented by the extended answer sets
M4 = {¬bad image, expense, sack }
M1 = {bad image, pension}
M2 = {bad image, wages }
M5 = {¬bad image, car , wages }
M3 = {¬bad image, expense, wages } .
The union representative, who is not allowed to reduce the options of the management, has a preference for the pension option over the wages reduction over the
sacking option of people, not taking into account the final image of the company, i.e.
pension < wages < sack < {bad image, ¬bad image}. This preference strategy
will result in M1 being better than M2 , while M3 is preferred upon M4 . Furthermore, M5 is incomparable w.r.t. the other options. Thus M1 , M3 and M5 are the
choices to be defended by the union representative. Management, on the other hand,
would rather give up its expense account than its car, regardless of company image, i.e.
expense < car < {bad image, ¬bad image}, yielding M1 , M3 and M4 as negotiable
decisions for the management.
Finally, the shareholders take only into account the decisions that are acceptable to
both the management and the unions, i.e. M1 and M3 , on which they apply their own
preference ¬bad image < bad image, i.e. they do not want their company to get a bad
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image. As a result, M3 < M1 , yielding that M3 is the preferred way to go to save the
company, taking into account each party’s preferences.
Decision processes like the one above are supported by agent hierarchies, where a
program, representing the shared world of agents, is equipped with a tree of preference
relations on either rules or literals, representing the hierarchy of agents preferences.
Semantically, preferred extended answer sets for such systems will result from first
optimizing w.r.t. the lowest agents in the hierarchy, then grouping the results according
to the hierarchy and let the agents on the next level optimize these results, etc. Thus,
each agent applies its preferences on a selection of the preferred answers of the agents
immediately below it in the hierarchy, where the lowest agents apply their preferences
directly on the extended answer sets of the shared program.
Reconsidering our example results in the system depicted below, i.e. union and
management prefer directly, and independently, among all possible solutions, while
the shareholders only choose among the solutions preferred by both union and management, obtaining a preferred solution for the complete system.
M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 , M5
M1 , M3 , M4

<management

<union

∧
M3

M1 , M3 , M5

M1 , M3

<shareholders

Such agent hierarchies turn out to be rather expressive. More specifically, we show
that such systems can solve arbitrary complete problems of the polynomial hierarchy.
We also demonstrate how systems with combined preferences, i.e. either on literals or
on rules, can effectively be reduced to systems with only one kind of preference.
Finally, we introduce a generalization of weak constraints[9], which are constraints
that should be satisfied but may be violated if there are no other options, i.e. violations
of weak constraints should be minimized. Weak constraints have useful applications in
areas like planning, abduction and optimizations from graph theory[13, 11]. We allow
for a hierarchy of agents having their individual preferences on the weak constraints
they wish to satisfy in favor of others. We show that the original semantics of [9] can
be captured by a single preference agent.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the extended answer set semantics together with the hierarchy of preference agents, enabling
hierarchical decision making. The complexity of the proposed semantics is discussed
in Section 3. Before concluding and giving directions for further research in Section 5,
we present in Section 4 a generalization of weak constraints and show how the original
semantics can be implemented. Due to lack of space, detailed proofs have been omitted.

2 Agent Hierarchies
We give some preliminaries concerning the extended answer set semantics[22]. A literal
is an atom a or a negated atom ¬a. An extended literal is a literal or a literal preceded
by the negation as failure-symbol not. A program is a countable set of rules of the form
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α ← β with α a set of literals, |α| ≤ 1, and β a set of extended literals. If α = ∅, we
call the rule a constraint. The set α is the head of the rule while β is called the body.
We will often denote rules either as a ← β or, in the case of constraints, as ← β.
For a set X of literals, we take ¬X = {¬l | l ∈ X} where ¬¬a is a; X is consistent
if X ∩ ¬X = ∅. The positive part of the body is β + = {l | l ∈ β, l literal}, the
negative part is β − = {l | not l ∈ β}, e.g. for β = {a, not ¬b, not c}, we have that
β + = {a} and β − = {¬b, c}. The Herbrand Base BP of a program P is the set of
all atoms that can be formed using the language of P . Let LP be the set of literals and
L∗P the set of extended literals that can be formed with P , i.e. LP = BP ∪ ¬BP and
L∗P = LP ∪ {not l | l ∈ LP }. An interpretation I of P is any consistent subset of
LP . For a literal l, we write I |= l, if l ∈ I, which extends for extended literals not l
to I |= not l if I 6|= l. In general, for a set of extended literals X, I |= X if I |= x for
every extended literal x ∈ X. A rule r : a ← β is satisfied w.r.t. I, denoted I |= r, if
I |= a whenever I |= β, i.e. r is applied whenever it is applicable. A constraint ← β
is satisfied w.r.t. I if I 6|= β. The set of satisfied rules in P w.r.t. I is the reduct P I . For
a simple program P (i.e. a program without not), an interpretation I is a model of P if
I satisfies every rule in P , i.e. PI = P ; it is an answer set of P if it is a minimal model
of P , i.e. there is no model J of P such that J ⊂ I. For programs P containing not, we
define the GL-reduct w.r.t. an interpretation I as P I , where P I contains α ← β + for
α ← β in P and β − ∩ I = ∅. I is an answer set of P if I is an answer set of P I . A
rule a ← β is defeated w.r.t. I if there is a competing rule ¬a ← γ that is applied w.r.t.
I, i.e. {¬a} ∪ γ ⊆ I. An extended answer set I of a program P is an answer set of P I
such that all rules in P \PI are defeated.
Example 1. Take a program P expressing an intention to vote for either the Democrats
or the Greens. Voting for the Greens will, however, weaken the Democrats, possibly
resulting in a Republican victory. Furthermore, you have a Republican friend who may
benefit from a Republican victory.
¬dem vote ←
dem vote ←
green vote ← not dem vote
rep win ← green vote
fr benefit ← rep win
¬fr benefit ← rep win
This program results in 3 different extended answer sets M1 = {dem vote}, M2 =
{¬dem vote, green vote, rep win, fr benefit}, and M3 = {¬dem vote, green vote,
rep win, ¬fr benefit}.
As mentioned in the introduction, the background knowledge for agents will be
described by a program P . Agents can express individual preferences either on extended
literals or on rules of P , corresponding to literal and rule agents respectively.
Definition 1. Let P be a program. A rule agent (RA) A for P is a well-founded strict
partial1 order < on rules in P . The order < induces a relation v among interpretations
M and N of P , such that M v N iff ∀r2 ∈ PN \PM · ∃r1 ∈ PM \PN · r1 < r2 .
1

A strict partial order on X is an anti-reflexive and transitive relation on X. A strict partial
order on a finite X is well-founded, i.e. every subset of X has a minimal element w.r.t. <.
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A literal agent (LA) for P is a strict well-founded partial order < on L∗P , and M v
N iff ∀n ∈ {l ∈ L∗P | N |= l ∧ M 6|= l}, ∃m ∈ {l ∈ L∗P | M |= l ∧ N 6|= l} · m < n.
The extended answer sets of an agent for P correspond to the extended answer sets
for P . As usual, we have M < N iff M v N and not N v M . A preferred answer set
M is an extended answer set that is minimal w.r.t. < among the extended answer sets.
Note that a RA < for P corresponds to an ordered logic program (OLP) hP, <i from
[22].
We refer to the order of an agent A with <A and <A . Intuitively, for rule agents,
an extended answer set M is “better” than N if each rule that is satisfied by N but not
by M is countered by a better rule satisfied by M and not by N . Similarly, for literal
agents we have that M v N if every extended literal that is true in N , but not in M , is
countered by a better one true in M but not in N .
E.g., define a rule agent fr benefit ← rep win < ¬fr benefit ← rep win for
the program P in Example 1, indicating that one rather satisfies the former rule than
the latter. We have, with PM1 = P \ {¬dem vote ← }, PM2 = P \ {demo vote ←
, ¬fr benefit ← rep win} and PM3 = P \{demo vote ← , fr benefit ← rep win},
that M2 < M3 , yielding that M1 and M2 are the only preferred answer sets.
A literal agent might insist on voting for the Democrats: demo vote < L ∗P \
{demo vote}, making M1 its only preferred answer set.
The cooperation of agents for a program P is established by arranging them in a
tree-structure2, such that decisions are made bottom-up, starting with agents that have
no successors, all the way up in the hierarchy to the root agent, each agent processing
the results of its successor agents. Formally, an agent hierarchy (AH) is a pair hP, T i
where P is a program and T is a finite and/or-tree of agents A for P .
We will denote the root agent A of the tree T with Aε .The m successors of an agent
Ax are denoted as Ax·1 , . . . , Ax·m . An agent without successors is called an independent agent, other agents are dependent. An agent associated with an and-node (or-node)
will be called an and-agent (or-agent). We define what it means for an extended answer
set to be preferable by a certain agent in the hierarchy.
Definition 2. Let hP, T i be an AH. An extended answer set M of P is preferable by an
independent agent A of T if M is a preferred answer set of A for P . An extended answer
set M of P is preferable by a dependent and-agent (or-agent) A x , with m successors,
if
– M is preferable by every (some) Ax·i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and
– there is no N , preferable by every (some) Ax·j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, such that N <Ax M .

An extended answer set M of P is preferred if it is preferable by Aε .

Rule agents (OLPs) are rather convenient to formulate diagnostic problems[24, 25], using “normal” and “fault” model rules to describe the system under consideration, where
the former are preferred over the latter. Examples of this approach can be found in
[24, 25], where it also has been shown that the OLP semantics yields minimal possible explanations. However, to decide which explanations to check first, an engineer
2

For simplicity we restrict ourselves to trees, however, the results remain valid for any wellfounded strict partial order of agents that has a unique maximal agent.
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typically uses another preference order, preferring e.g. explanations that are cheaper to
verify. Such a situation can be modelled by an agent hierarchy containing an extra agent
“above” the diagnostic RA. More generally, one may imagine situations where multiple engineers each have their own experience (expressed by preference) and where the
head of the group has to take the final decision on which possible explanations to check
first, taking into account the proposals of her colleagues. Such systems can easily be
expressed using the proposed framework.
Reasoning w.r.t. agent hierarchies, containing both rule and literal agents, can be
reduced to reasoning w.r.t. rule agent hierarchies (RAHs) or literal agent hierarchies
(LAHs), i.e. hierarchies containing only rule or literal agents.
We show the reduction from RAs to LAs and vice versa. For the reduction of RAs
for P to LAs, we introduce for every rule r in P a corresponding atom that is in an
answer set iff r is satisfied. Intuitively, the newly introduced atoms will be ordered
according to the original order on the rules they correspond with.
Theorem 1. Let P be a program and R = {ri ← not b | ri : α ← β ∈ P, b ∈
β + } ∪ {ri ← b | ri : α ← β ∈ P, b ∈ β − } ∪ {ri ← a | ri : a ← β ∈ P } with a
new atom ri for each rule ri in P . M is a preferred answer set of a RA Ar for P iff
M 0 = M ∪ {ri | ri ∈ PM } is a preferred answer set of the LA Al for P ∪ R where
{ri } <Al L∗P ∪ not({ri }) with additionally ri <Al rj iff ri <Ar rj .

Moreover, preferred answer sets of a LA for P are in one to one correspondence
with the preferred answer sets of a LA for P ∪ R by simply ignoring the newly added
atoms ri .
Theorem 2. Let P be a program and R as in Theorem 1. M is a preferred answer set
of a LA A for P iff M 0 = M ∪ {ri | ri ∈ PM } is a preferred answer set of the LA
A0 for P ∪ R where <A0 is equal to <A with additionally k <A0 L∗P ∪R \L∗P for every
extended literal k appearing in <A .

The opposite simulation of a LA by a RA can be done by introducing for each
literal l and its extended version not l rules l 0 ← and ¬l 0 ← and ordering those rules
according to the order on the extended literals.
Theorem 3. Let P be a program and L = {l 0 ← ; ¬l 0 ← | l ∈ LP }∪{ ← l 0 , not l ; ←
¬l 0 , l | l ∈ LP }. M is a preferred answer set of a LA Al for P iff M 0 = M ∪ {(¬)l0 |
l ∈ LP , M |= (not)l} is a preferred answer set of the RA Ar for P ∪ L with L <Ar P
and additionally (¬)l 0 ← <Ar (¬)k 0 ← iff (not)l <Al (not)k .

Example 2. Take a LA Al for P where P consists of the rules b ← a, a ← , and
¬a ← , and ¬a <Al {a, b, not ¬a}. This agent has two extended answer sets {¬a} and
{a, b}, of which the first one is preferred. The corresponding RA A r is defined by the
following program3
b←a
a←
¬a ←
a0 ←
b0 ←
(¬a)0 ←
(¬b)0 ←
0
0
0
¬a ←
¬b ←
¬(¬a) ←
¬(¬b)0 ←
0
0
0
← a , not a
← b , not b
← (¬a) , not ¬a
← (¬b)0 , not ¬b
0
0
0
← ¬a , a
← ¬b , b
← ¬(¬a) , ¬a
← ¬(¬b)0 , ¬b

3

Rules below the line are smaller than the ones above w.r.t. <Ar .
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and (¬a)0 ← <Ar {a 0 ← , b 0 ← , ¬(¬a)0 ← }. This RA has the preferred answer set
{¬a, (¬a)0 , ¬a0 , ¬b0 , ¬(¬b)0 } = {¬a} ∪ {(¬)l 0 | {¬a} |= (not)l}.
Similarly to Theorem 2, we have that RAs for P can be simulated by RAs for P ∪L.

Theorem 4. Let P be a program and L as in Theorem 3. M is a preferred answer set
of a RA A for P iff M 0 = M ∪ {(¬)l0 | l ∈ LP , M |= (not)l} is a preferred answer set
of a RA A0 for P ∪ L where <A0 is equal to <A with additionally r <A0 L for every r
in P .
Theorem 1 and 2 allow the simulation of an arbitrary AH by a LAH. This is done
by extending the program P with the set of rules R as in Theorem 1, and by transforming the rule agents to literal agents (Theorem 1), while the literal agents are adapted
according to Theorem 2.
Theorem 5. Let hP, T i be an AH. M is a preferred answer set of hP, T i iff M 0 =
M ∪ {ri | ri ∈ PM } is a preferred answer set of the LAH hP ∪ R, T 0 i, with T 0 defined
as T but with every rule or literal agent replaced by a literal agent as in Theorems 1
and 2.
Similarly, but now with Theorems 3 and 4, we can reduce arbitrary AHs to RAHs.
Theorem 6. Let hP, T i be an AH. M is a preferred answer set of hP, T i iff M 0 =
M ∪ {(¬)l0 | l ∈ LP , M |= (not)l} is a preferred answer set of the RAH hP ∪ L, T 0 i,
with T 0 defined as T but with every rule or literal agent replaced by a rule agent as in
Theorems 3 and 4.

3 Complexity
We briefly recall some relevant notions of complexity theory (see e.g. [20, 2] for a nice
introduction). The class P (NP) represents the problems that are deterministically (nondeterministically) decidable in polynomial time, while coNP contains the problems
whose complement are in NP.
The polynomial hierarchy, denoted PH , is made up of three classes of problems,
P
P
P
P
P
P
i.e. ∆P
k , Σk and Πk , k ≥ 0, which are defined as ∆0 = Σ0 = Π0 = P , ∆k+1 =
P

P

P

P

P
P
P
. The class P Σk (NP Σk ) represents
P Σk , Σk+1
= NP Σk , and Πk+1
= coΣk+1
the problems decidable in deterministic (nondeterministic) polynomial time using an
oracle for problems in ΣkP , where an oracle is a subroutine
of solving ΣkP
S∞capable
P
problems in unit time. The class PH is defined by PH = k=0 Σk . Note that ΣkP ⊆
P
ΣkP ∪ ΠkP ⊆ ∆P
k+1 ⊆ Σk+1 . In the following, we will usually omit the P -superscript
to avoid cluttered up lines. A language L is called complete for a complexity class C if
both L is in C and L is hard for C. Showing that L is hard is normally done by reducing
a known complete decision problem to a decision problem in L.
First of all, checking whether an interpretation I is an extended answer set of a program P is in P , because (a) checking if each rule in P is either satisfied or defeated
w.r.t. I, (b) applying the GL-reduct on PI w.r.t. I, i.e. computing (PI )I , and (c) checking whether the positive program (PI )I has I as its unique minimal model, can all be
done in polynomial time.
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For an agent A and a program P , checking whether M is not a preferred answer set
is in NP , because one can guess a set N <A M in polynomial time, and subsequently
verify that N is an extended answer set of P , which can also be done in P .
On the other hand, the complexity of checking whether an extended answer set M
is not preferable by a certain agent Ax in a hierarchy hP, T i depends on the location of
the agent in the tree T . For an agent Ax in T , we denote with d(Ax ) the length of the
longest path from Ax to an independent agent Ax·y , y ∈ N? , i.e. d(Ax ) = maxAx·y |y|
over independent agents Ax·y , where |y| is the length of the string y. We define the
depth of T as the longest path from the root, i.e. d(T ) = d(Aε ).
Lemma 1. Let hP, T i be an AH4 , and let M be an extended answer set of P . Checking
whether M is not preferable by Ax is in Σd(Ax )+1 .

Proof. The proof is by induction. In the base case, i.e. Ax is an independent agent, we
have that d(Ax ) = 0. Checking whether M is not preferable by Ax means checking
whether M is not a preferred answer set of the agent Ax for P , which is in NP = Σ1 =
Σd(Ax )+1 .
For the induction step, checking that M is not preferable by a dependent and-agent
(or-agent) Ax with m successors can be done by (a) checking that M is (or is not)
preferable by every (some) Ax·i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Since checking whether M is (or is not)
preferable by an Ax·i can be done, by the induction hypothesis, in Σd(Ax·i )+1 , we have
that checking whether M is preferable by an Ax·i is also in C ≡ Σmax1≤i≤m d(Ax·i )+1 ,
and (b) guessing, if M is preferable by every (some) Ax·i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, an interpretation
N <Ax M and checking that it is not the case that N is not preferable by every (some)
Ax·i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, which is again in C due to the induction hypothesis.
As a result, at most 2m calls are made to a C-oracle and at most one guess is made,
yielding that the problem itself is in NP C = Σmax1≤i≤m d(Ax·i )+1+1 = Σd(Ax )+1 . t
u
Using the above yields the following theorem about the complexity of AHs.

Theorem 7. Let hP, T i be an AH and l a literal. Deciding whether there is a preferred
answer set containing l is in Σd(T )+2 . Deciding whether every preferred answer set
contains l is in Πd(T )+2 .
Proof. The first task can be performed by an NP-algorithm that guesses an interpretation M 3 l and checks that it is not the case that M is not preferable up to the root
agent Aε . Due to Lemma 1, the latter is in Σd(Aε )+1 = Σd(T )+1 , so the former is in
NP Σd(T )+1 = Σd(T )+2 .
By the previous, finding a preferred answer set M not containing l, i.e. l 6∈ M , is in
Σd(T )+2 . Hence, the complement of the problem is in Πd(T )+2 .
t
u

Consider a LAH hP, T i where the tree T is a linear order containing n literal agents
{Aε , A1 , A11 , . . . A11...1 }, i.e. a linear LAH. Deciding whether there is a preferred answer set of a linear LAH, containing a literal, is Σn+1 -complete, i.e. Σd(T )+2 -complete,
as is shown in [19]. Furthermore, deciding whether every preferred answer set of a linear LAH contains a literal, is Πd(T )+2 -complete [19]. Hardness for AHs follows then
immediately from the hardness of linear LAHs.
4

The depth of the tree is assumed to be bounded by a constant.
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Theorem 8. The problem of deciding, given an AH hP, T i and a literal l, whether there
exists a preferred answer set containing l is Σd(T )+2 -hard. Deciding whether every
preferred answer set contains l is Πd(T )+2 -hard.
Proof. Checking whether there is a preferred answer set containing l for a linear LAH
hP, T i is Σd(T )+2 -complete, and since a linear LAH is a AH, the result follows.
The second problem can be similarly shown to be Πd(T )+2 -hard.
t
u
The following is immediate from Theorem 7 and 8.
Corollary 1. The problem of deciding, given an arbitrary AH hP, T i and a literal l,
whether there is a preferred answer set containing l is Σd(T )+2 -complete. On the other
hand, deciding whether every preferred answer set contains l is Π d(T )+2 -complete.

4 Relationship with Weak Constraints
Weak constraints were introduced in [9] as a relaxation of the concept of a constraint.
Intuitively, a weak constraint is allowed to be violated, but only as a last resort, meaning
that one tries to minimize the number of violated constraints. Additionally, weak constraints may be hierarchically layered by means of a totally ordered set of sets of weak
constraints W = {W1 , W2 , . . . , Wn }, where it is assumed that Wi < Wi+1 , 1 ≤ i < n,
if the weak constraints in Wi are more important than the ones in Wi+1 . Intuitively, one
first chooses the answer sets that minimize the number of violated constraints in the
most important W1 , and then, among those, one chooses the extended answer sets that
minimize the number of violated constraints in W2 , etc.
Formally, a weak logic program (WLP) is a pair hP, W i where P is a program,
and W is a totally ordered set of sets of weak constraints, specified syntactically as
constraints ← β.

Definition 3. Let hP, W = {W1 , . . . , Wn }i be a WLP. An extended answer set M of
N
|<
P is preferable up to W1 if no extended answer set N of P exists such that |VW
1
X
M
|VW1 |, where VWi are the weak constraints in Wi that are violated by an interpretation
X. An extended answer set M of P is preferable up to Wi , 1 < i ≤ n, if
– M is preferable up to Wi−1 , and
N
M
|.
| < |VW
– there is no N , preferable up to Wi−1 , such that |VW
i
i
An extended answer set M of P is preferred if it is preferable up to Wn .
In [9] a Datalog not -program LP is used5 disallowing empty heads and classical
negation, but allowing for a set of strong constraints S. Clearly, this is subsumed by
Definition 3, by taking P = LP ∪ S, and noting that the extended answer set semantics
reduces to the answer set semantics, due to the absence of classical negation. Although
the preferred models are defined in [9] by means of an object function that has to be
minimized, they are equivalent[12] to the ones resulting from Definition 3.
5

The general mechanism is introduced with Datalog ∨,not -programs, which allow for disjunction in the head.
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The semantics of weak constraints, with preferability up to certain levels, appears
very similar to our preferability notion in an agent hierarchy. However, due to the use
of cardinality, deciding whether a literal l is contained in some preferred answer set of
P
P
a WLP is ∆P
2 -complete. As ∆2 ⊆ Σ2 , agent hierarchies of depth 0 suffice to capture
WLPs. More specifically, we show that a single agent can solve the problem.
Example 3. Take the weak logic program hP, {W1 , W2 }i, with the program P consisting of rules a ← , ¬a ← , b ← , and ¬b ← , and W1 = { ← a}, W2 = { ← ¬a, ←
¬b}. We have 4 extended answer sets M1 = {a, b}, M2 = {a, ¬b}, M3 = {¬a, b},
and M4 = {¬a, ¬b} of which M3 and M4 are preferable up to W1 , and only M3 is
M
M1
M3
M2
M1
| = 0,
| = |VW14 | = 0, |VW
| = 1, |VW
| = |VW
preferable up to W2 . Indeed |VW
2
1
1
1
M

M3
M2
| = 1, and |VW24 | = 2. We define the set WC as the rules c11 ← a,
| = |VW
|VW
2
2
c12 ← ¬a, and c22 ← ¬b, identifying the weak constraints and the level on which they
appear, and rules counting the number of violated constraints in a W i , for 0 ≤ l ≤ k,

co(1 , 0 , wi ) ← not c1i
co(2 , l , w2 ) ← co(1 , l , w2 ), not c22
co(1 , 1 , wi ) ← c1i
co(2 , l + 1 , w2 ) ← co(1 , l , w2 ), c22
Intuitively, the third argument in a co/3 literal identifies the particular W i we are
looking at, the first argument shows the number of constraints in W i that have already been considered, and the second argument effectively counts the number of violated constraints in Wi . Further, WC also contains the rules defining the number
of violated constraints in each set of weak constraints, i ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}:
co(i, w1 ) ← co(1 , i, w1 ) and co(j , w2 ) ← co(2 , j , w2 ).
The order < on literals is defined as follows co(0 , w1 ) < co(1 , w1 ) < co(0 , w2 )
< co(1 , w2 ) < co(2 , w2 ) < R, with R the extended literals L∗P ∪WC without the co/2
atoms. Intuitively, the w1 constraints are more important than the w2 constraints, and
hence appear below them, and, among each wi , one rather has a low count than a high
count, since this implies less violated constraints. One can check that the preferred
answer set of the literal agent A =< for P ∪ WC is M30 = M3 ∪ {c21 , co(1, 0, w1 ),
co(1, 1, w2 ), co(2, 1, w2 ), co(0, w1 ), co(1, w2 )}.
Formally, we have the following result, where the weak constraints in a W j are assumed
to be numbered and explicitly tagged with a superscript identifying W j , i.e. Wj = { ←
β1j , . . . , ← βnj }.

Theorem 9. Let hP, W = {W1 , . . . , Wn }i be a weak logic program. M is a preferred
answer set of hP, W i iff, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
M 0 = M ∪{cji | M |= βij } ∪{co(1, α, wj ) | cj1 6∈ M 0 ⇒ α = 0, cj1 ∈ M 0 ⇒ α = 1}
∪{co(k + 1, α, wj ) | co(k, l, wj ) ∈ M 0 , 0 ≤ l ≤ k < |Wj |∧
[cjk+1 6∈ M 0 ⇒ α = l, cjk+1 ∈ M 0 ⇒ α = l + 1]}
∪{co(m, wj ) | co(|Wj |, m, wj ) ∈ M 0 }

is a preferred answer set of the literal agent A for P ∪ WC where WC , for all 1 ≤
j ≤ n, consists of the rules cij ← βij , co(1 , 0 , wj ) ← not c1j , co(1 , 1 , wj ) ← c1j and
co(k + 1 , l , wj ) ← co(k , l , wj ), not ckj +1 with 0 ≤ l ≤ k < |Wj |
co(k + 1 , l + 1 , wj ) ← co(k , l , wj ), ckj +1
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together with the rules co(m, wj ) ← co(|Wj |, m, wj ), 0 ≤ m ≤ |Wj |, and the order
<A defined as co(0 , w1 ) <A co(1 , w1 ) <A . . . <A co(|W1 |, w1 ) <A . . . <A
co(0 , wn ) <A co(1 , wn ) <A . . . <A co(|Wn |, wn ).

A more general approach, in the spirit of rule and literal agents, is to allow agents
to prefer the satisfaction of certain weak constraints over the satisfaction of other ones.
A weak logic program then becomes a pair hP, W i, where P is a program and W is a
set of constraints. A weak agent for hP, W i corresponds to a well-founded strict partial
order on W , which induces an order v among interpretations M and N of P such that,
M v N iff ∀w2 ∈ WN \WM · ∃w1 ∈ WM \WN · w1 < w2 , where WX are the weak
constraints in W that are satisfied by X, mirroring Definition 1 for rule agents (note
that the latter are different from weak agents since RAs require the satisfaction of all
constraints in all extended answer sets).
The extended answer sets of P are, by definition, the extended answer sets of a weak
agent A for hP, W i, and preferred answer sets are defined as the minimal extended
answers sets w.r.t. <. Note that a preferred answer set M of a weak agent A for hP, W i
has a minimal set of violated constraints, i.e. there is no extended answer set N of A
such that W \WN ⊂ W \WM .
For a program P , define the extended program E(P ) as P with the rules a ← β
replaced by a ← β, not ¬a. From Theorem 4 in [22] we have that the extended answer
sets of P are exactly the answer sets of E(P ). We can then rewrite a weak agent as a
rule agent by introducing for each weak constraint w : ← β rules w ← β and ¬w ← β
such that w is in an answer set if the constraint is violated.
Theorem 10. Let Aw be a weak agent for a WLP hP, W i. M is a preferred answer set
of Aw for hP, W i iff M 0 = M ∪ {w | w ∈ W, M 6|= w} is a preferred answer set of the
RA Ar for E(P )∪WC with WC = {w ← β; ¬w ← β; ← β, not w | w : ← β ∈ W }
and ¬w1 ← β1 <Ar ¬w2 ← β2 iff w1 <Aw w2 .
Moreover, weak agents are as expressive as rule agents.

Theorem 11. Let P be a program and Ar a RA for P . M is a preferred answer set of
Ar for P iff M is a preferred answer set of the weak agent Aw for the WLP hP, W i,
with W = { ← β, not α | α ← β ∈ P } and ← β1 , not α1 <Aw ← β2 , not α2 iff
α1 ← β 1 < A r α2 ← β 2 .

Weak agents, placed in a hierarchy, then allow for an intuitive decision making
process based on satisfaction and violation of weak constraints. The complexity of weak
agent hierarchies can easily be deduced from the reductions from and to rule agent
hierarchies, with Theorem 10 and 11 and their extensions for hierarchies.

Theorem 12. The problem of deciding, given a weak agent hierarchy hhP, W i, T i and
a literal l, whether there is a preferred answer set containing l is Σd(T )+2 -complete.
On the other hand, deciding whether every preferred answer set contains l is Π d(T )+2 complete.

5 Conclusions and Directions for Further Research
In this paper, we introduced a system suitable to model hierarchical decision making.
We equip agents with a preference relation on the available knowledge and allow them
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to cooperate with each other in a hierarchical fashion. Preferred solutions of these systems naturally correspond to preferred decisions regarding the problem.
Initially, we defined two types of preference agents: rule agents express a preference
over rules, while literal agents use a preference over extended literals they rather prefer
upon others in a solution. We showed that mixed AHs, containing both types of agents,
can be reduced to hierarchies consisting only of rule or literal agents. It turns out that
these AHs cover the polynomial hierarchy.
Finally, we showed that layered weak constraints can be easily simulated by a single
agent. Furthermore, we generalized the concept of layered weak constraints to weak
agent hierarchies, which are equivalent to rule agent hierarchies.
Future work comprises a dedicated implementation of the approach, using existing
answer set solvers. E.g., we could generate an extended answer set which is then improved recursively by a set of augmented programs, corresponding to the agents in the
hierarchy, generating strictly better solutions. A fixpoint of this procedure then corresponds to a preferred answer set of the system.
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